
Shaping Future Ways of Work

A Thoughtful Approach to Getting Your 
Strategic Direction Right 



Shaping your Future Ways of Work
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All leadership teams are evaluating the future of work given 
the new working dynamics the world has experienced.  With 
a necessity to adopt new ways of work, leaders are 
accelerating strategic plans designed to transform operating 
models and shift to a view of what work looks like in the 
future - creating a need to consider the art of the possible.   

It is more important than ever that leadership teams take a 
thoughtful, proactive and thorough approach to designing 
and envisioning their organization’s Future Ways of Work 
(FWOW).

Blue-Mark’s Future Ways of Work planning process is 
designed to help leaders Focus on the future, Align on new 
ways of work and Implement meaningful change.  

Our FWOW process is designed around:

1) A People Centric framework that guides leaders through 
the identification and consideration of alternative ways 
of work:   Where, When and How teams and individuals 
optimally deliver, interact and lead

2) Structured Approach helps leaders openly and 
proactively explore, align, examine, and decide on the 
strategies that will deliver on their future ways of work

3) A Prioritized Roadmap of the strategic initiatives 
required to fully enable and realize their future ways of 
work (i.e., Employee Technology, Working Environment, 
Digitization, Hybrid Work)
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Where we 
Work 

When we 
Work How we 

Work 

Leadership Behaviours

Blue-Mark’s Future Ways of Work 
Framework

People-Centric Framework to guide FWOW
Leaders and organizations across the globe are trying to answer key questions that 
impact where, when, and how their teams work and the leadership behaviours 
required to effectively lead in hybrid and more digitized operating models. 

At Blue-Mark, we encourage our 
clients to utilize both an external 
and internal lens to inform 
themselves on employee, client 
and market changes and trends.

Using Blue-Mark’s FWOW 
framework as a guide, leadership 
teams are encouraged to consider 
the ‘art of the possible’ – pushing 
themselves to test long standing 
perspectives and examine 
innovative alternatives – all under 
the lens of Where, When and How 
teams and individuals deliver, 
interact and lead. 

Example options being explored by organizations globally:

Where we Work 
! Hybrid work (balancing 

in-office & remote)

! Office as a place for 
specialized work, 
collaboration & cultural 
belonging

! Multi-purpose, flexible 
work environments

How we Work 
! Employees pivoting 

between in-person and 
virtual interactions

! Paperless, automated, 
secure

! Integrated collaboration 
tools – employee & 
client

When we Work 
! Flexible work and core 

hours – globally 

Leadership Behaviours
! Focus on mental health

! Empathy & Trust

! Output orientation



A structured planning approach ensures leaders can openly and proactively explore, 
align, examine, and define future ways of work.  

Blue-Mark’s five-step approach has proven to help our clients have the right dialogues 
at the right time with the right people – enabling them to successfully identify the 
strategic initiatives required to drive the Future Ways of Work agenda:

2. ALIGN STRATEGIC DIRECTION

4. DEFINE GO FORWARD INITIATIVES 

3. EXAMINE IN-FLIGHT & NEW SOLUTIONS

Conduct Leadership workshops to assess common and divergent views 
on enterprise future ways of work and align on statements of strategic 

direction and measures of success

Assess which in-flight initiatives are actively contributing to the 
strategic direction and what new initiatives are necessary to enable the 

defined strategic direction

Confirm go forward initiatives – aligning on in-flight, net-new and 
desired initiatives, including dependencies, complexity, adoption 

needs, timing and costs

5. DEFINE FINANCIAL PLANNING & BENEFITS 
TRACKING

Incorporate initiative planning and benefit realization into financial 
plans

1. EXPLORE INSIGHTS INTO FUTURE WAYS OF WORK

Gain insight from functional leaders on how they envision the 
organization’s future ways of work; capturing ‘future themes’ to 

support joint leadership strategic planning

Structured Approach to Define FWOW 

“CIBC Mellon is 
embracing the  
future of work. 

A thoughtful and
structured 

approach to future 
ways of work has 
positioned us to 
drive success for 
clients, motivate 
employees, win 

new business and 
compete for 

talent.” 

Richard Anton
Chief Operations Officer 
CIBC Mellon
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The outcome of having the right dialogues, with the right information 
and the right people is a clearly focused, aligned and prioritized 
FWOW Roadmap. 

Armed with clarity on strategic objectives and enabling solutions
leadership teams can articulate a Prioritized FWOW Roadmap that 
strongly supports enabling and realizing their future ways of work (i.e., 
Employee Technology, Working Environment, Digitization, Hybrid Work)

As these take shape, leaders can address the investment, timing and 
dependencies of in-flight and net new solutions.  The best planning 
discussions are all for naught if there isn’t a plan and a well considered 
governance that will help you hit the mark!

Prioritized Roadmap to Realize FWOW
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Detailed definition of 
the desired Ways of 
Work:  Objectives, 
Solution Sets, Enabling 
Initiatives

Future Ways of Work – Key Outputs
Example strategic objectives, strategic solutions and enabling initiatives 

Detailed definition of 
the desired Ways of 
Work Initiatives:  In-
Flight or New; 
Dependencies, Impacts, 
Costs, Timing 



Contact Information
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Brooke Johnson 
Principal Consultant

bjohnson@blue-mark.ca

Wade Jack
Managing Partner
wjack@blue-mark.ca

Blue-Mark consultants help organizations Focus on what really matters,
Align people, processes and expectations, and Implement complex change

www.blue-mark.ca

The world has changed and hopefully for the better. 
Recognizing and planning with clear direction and 
acting on aspects of your organizational ecosystem 
that need to change, will be a game changer –
helping to keep the organization relevant and act as 
a clear differentiator when navigating the future of 
the employee life cycle, processes and technology 
advancements.

Adding Future Ways of Work to the strategic 
agenda will set the foundation for change – and we 
are here to help guide you through each step.

https://www.blue-mark.ca/

